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Basic Light Up Procedure 

1. Begin by inspecting all fittings for 
tightness.

2. Select the correct tip size for the steel to 
be cut.  The tip chart can be found on the 
side of the gasoline tank.



Light Up cont.

For this exercise we are going to cut 

4 inch steel, so we will use a tip size 

#3 with 35-40 psi of oxygen, and 10-

20 psi of gasoline.

Step 2 cont.



Light Up cont.

3. Set the oxygen pressure.

Notice that the gage on 

the right indicates the 

total amount of pressure 

still in the bottle, while the 

gage on the left indicates 

the amount of pressure to 

the torch.  Here the 

oxygen pressure is set to 

40 psi.  When opening 

the oxygen bottle, always 

open the valve fully.



Light Up cont.

4. Set the gasoline pressure.

To insure good performance, keep 

the gasoline tank pressurized 10-

20 lbs.  Here the tank is set to 20 

psi.  Be sure to open the fuel valve 

fully when using the Petrogen 

system.



Light Up cont.

5. Turn the preheat oxygen knob open ½ turn.

Use the + and – to index ½

turn.

Here the pre-heat oxygen is 

set at ½ turn



Light Up cont.

6. Turn the gasoline control knob approximately ¼
turn. The torch is easier to light rich than lean, so 
increase the fuel slightly past ¼ if necessary for 
easy light up.

Use the + and – on the sticker to index ¼

turn.

Use the material you will be cutting to 

help you see the mist of gasoline.  



Light Up cont.

7. Place the sparker directly in front of the 
tip and ignite the gasoline/oxygen mist.

Avoid leaving the sparker in 

front of the tip too long before 

lighting, as the gasoline mist will 

soak the flint and you will have 

to wait for the wet flint to dry.



Light Up cont.

8. Before making any adjustments, place the tip 
directly to the steel, holding it at a 45 degree 
angle so that you can observe the steel’s 
reaction to the preheat flame.

Touching the tip to the steel 

instantly brings the tip up to proper 

operating temperature.



Light Up cont.

9. Initially adjust the flame using only 

gasoline.

This flame is too rich, as it has a large 

yellow/orange tint, and the steel 

directly under the preheat flame is not 

quickly becoming cherry red. Reduce 

the gasoline. 

This flame is too lean.  It has a wispy 

sound like it wants to go out, it is weak 

in color, and the steel directly under the 

preheat flame is not cherry red. 

Increase the gasoline.



Light Up cont.
This well adjusted flame produces a hot cherry bead on the steel, has a 

strong sound, and should be mostly without orange and yellow tint 

(difficult to capture in photo).  Focus on the reaction of the steel directly 

under the preheat flame.  The flame may have a yellowish tint if the 

gasoline is old, dirty, or if the hose is brand new.  The flame is adjusted 

correctly when the steel is the

hottest directly under the preheat 

flame.  Some yellow/orange tint is 

acceptable, and should not alter 

performance.

This is a well adjusted flame

Here the steel is becoming molten



Light Up Concluded

If you are having any problems 

lighting or using your Petrogen 

torch, please contact us.

877.88.TORCH

TORCH@PETROGEN.CO
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